[International consensus for lung cancer treatment].
Lung cancer is classified into small cell lung cancer (SCLC) and non-SCLC (NSCLC) based on their clinical and biological characteristics. Chemotherapy is currently a primary treatment modality for SCLC, which is divided into two groups: limited and extensive stage. In the limited stage, radiotherapy is added to chemotherapy to improve the treatment result. In the extensive stage, only chemotherapy provides a survival benefit. In NSCLC, surgical resection is a main treatment modality in stage I, II, and some stage III patients. Other unresectable patients are treated by cisplatin-based chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy with limited benefit. Most of lung cancer patients need systemic therapy, so chemotherapy is important for its treatment. However, the agents which are commonly used for treatment of lung cancer are not sufficiently beneficial. Further improvement, including development of new anti-cancer agents, is expected.